2015

FONT TRENDS

Font = SEASIDE RESORT
Fonts matter with presentations. Here are 5 font trends you can expect to see in 2015.
Handwritten fonts

(FONTS THAT MIMIC THE LOOK OF HANDWRITING)
LET'S RUN AWAY
Together

Font = MATHLETE + BlackJack
Sometimes
Only paper will listen to you
ADVENTURE IS OUT THERE
FLAT FONTS
(FONTS THAT COMPLIMENT FLAT DESIGN)

Font = Montserrat
FLAT
DESIGN
WE KNOW COFFEE
We Build Successful Apps In Three Steps ...
MIXED

fonts

(DIFFERENT FONTS THAT GO WELL TOGETHER)
GENUINELY HANDCRAFTED IN

San Diego

DEL MAR BREWING COMPANY

ESTABLISHED IN 2001

Font = THEANO DIDOT + Great Vibes + BEBAS NEUE
A HEAD FULL OF

FEARS

HAS NO

space

FOR DREAMS

Font = THEANO DIDOT + ANTONIO + ALEO + NERIS LIGHT + Freebooter Script
To live a creative life, we must lose our fear of being wrong.
Hipster Fonts

(COOL FONTS WITH A CONTEMPORARY FEEL)
I'M NOT A Hipster
THE FUTURE STARTS TODAY

NOT TOMORROW

Font = INTRO INLINE + SILVERFAKE
BOLD TYPE

(STATEMENT OF DOMINANT FONTS THAT DEMAND ATTENTION)
AND THEN I

JUMPED
ICAN AND I WILL

Watch Me!

Font = Antonio + Pacifico
Bonus

You can find most of these fonts at Fontsquirrel.com
Looking for more sweet presentation tips?
WWW.PRESENTATIONPANDA.COM

Our Pandas Don't Bite
CREDITS:

Image Credits
Flickr/vintage clouds/Tim Jones
Flickr/texture 177/Thanasis Anastasiou
Flickr/Peyto Lake, Banff National Park, Canada/Jim Tredel
Flickr/Special Set/Markus Spiske
Flickr/Dachstein Glacier/Markus Spiske
Flickr/coffee beans/Stirling Noyes
Flickr/Schlitz Brewery/Niram242
Flickr/Space -- Helix Nebula/Jim Tredel
Flickr/texture-background-fog/Alice Popkorn
Flickr/Neourban Hipster Fashion/Markus Spiske
Flickr/vintage drifting sky/Evelyn Flint
Flickr/vintage texture/webtreats
Flickr/run away/Thanasis Anastasiou
Flickr/Treestarter Badreeze/Markus Spiske
Flickr/hiking/Zach Dischner
Noun Project/top hat/Sherrinford
Noun Project/coffee/Edward Boatman
Noun Project/twitter/Maria Maldonado
Noun Project/facebook/Maria Maldonado
Noun Project/heart/Laurent Cavin

Font Credits
Fontsquirrel.com
Want these slides?

SHARE THIS PRESENTATION WITH YOUR FRIENDS

CLICK HERE
Thank You
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